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�Acceleration is a change in velocity over time.

�Acceleration can happen in 3 ways:

�1. An object speeding up.

�2. An object slowing down.

�3. An object changing direction or turning.

�Acceleration is typically measured in m/s/s or 

m/s2.

�There are too many units to list for acceleration, 

but others include km/hr/s, ft/min/year, 

mm/century/day, and in/min/min.
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�Calculating Acceleration:

Acceleration = Distance divided by time divided by time

A = d ÷ t ÷ t 

�Acceleration is measured in 

distance unit/time unit/time unit

�Distance is measured in any distance unit

�Time is measured in any time unit
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�Acceleration example problem:

�If an object started at rest and then went 

10 m in 2 s, what is the objects 

acceleration?

�A = d    ÷ t    ÷ t

�A = 10 m ÷ 2 s ÷ 2 s

�A = 2.5 m/s/s
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�If an object started at rest and then went 

100 m in 5 s, what is the objects 

acceleration?

� Shoulder Partner A works the problem on their own.

� Partner B checks Partner A’s work once they are done.

� If you agree you may write down the answer; if not talk it out.
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�If an object started at rest and then went 

50 m in 2 s, what is the objects 

acceleration?

� Shoulder Partner B works the problem on their own.

� Partner A checks Partner B’s work once they are done.

� If you agree you may write down the answer; if not talk it out.
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�If an object started at rest and then went 

20 m in 10 s, what is the objects 

acceleration?

� Shoulder Partner A works the problem on their own.

� Partner B checks Partner A’s work once they are done.

� If you agree you may write down the answer; if not talk it out.
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�If an object started at rest and then went 

60 m in 3 s, what is the objects 

acceleration?

� Shoulder Partner A works the problem on their own.

� Partner B checks Partner A’s work once they are done.

� If you agree you may write down the answer; if not talk it out.
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�A force is a push or pull.

�A force gives energy to an object, causing it 

to: 

�Speed up.

�Slow down.

�Change direction.

�Force is measured in units call Newtons (N) 
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�Calculating Force:

Force  =  Mass x Acceleration

F     =    m x a

�Force is measured in Newtons (N)

�Mass is measured in kilograms (kg)

�Acceleration is measured in m/s/s
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�Force problem example:

�If object had a mass of 80 kg and 

accelerates at 2.5m/s/s, what is the 

object’s force?

�F = m       x      a

�F = 80 kg   x    2.5 m/s/s

�F = 200 N
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�Work is a force acting over a distance.

�Work is done only when a force moves an 

object.

�A force can be exerted on an object 

without work being done.

�Examples of work include: push, lift, or 

throw.
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�Calculating Work:

Work  =  Force x Distance

W    =    F x D

�Work is measured in Joules (J)

�Force is measured in Newtons (N)

�Distance is measured in Meters (m)
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�Work problem example:

�If you lifted an object weighing 200 N 

through a distance of 0.5 m, how much 

work would you do?

�W = F       x      D

�W = 200 N   x    0.5 m

�W = 100 J
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�Simple machines are tools that are used 

to make work easier.

�The same amount of work is done using a 

simple machine or not, however, less force 

is needed.
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�Simple machine examples:

�Lever

�Description: A rigid bar with a pivot point or 

fulcrum.

�Examples: seesaw, screwdriver, 

wheelbarrow, scissors
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�Simple machine examples:

�Inclined Plane

�Description: Flat surface where one side is 

higher than the other.

�Examples: ramp, slide
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�Simple machine examples:

�Pulley

�Description: A wheel and axel.  The wheel 

has a groove that goes around it.  A rope 

goes around the wheel in the groove.

�Examples: flag pole pulley, sail boat pulley
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�Simple machine examples:

�Wedge

�Description: Triangular shaped object.

�Examples: doorstop, axe
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�Simple machine examples:

�Wheel and Axle

�Description: Wheel that rotates around a 

center point or fulcrum.

�Examples: Bicycle, doorknob
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�Simple machine examples:

�Screw

�Description: A cylinder with “threads” 

wrapped around it.

�Examples: screw, bolt, propeller.
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